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Why become a scientist?

 Do you like a challenge?

 Are you interested in how the world 
actually works?

 Would you like to be part of a solution?

 Do you want to be surrounded by other 
people who are smart, motivated, and also 
interested in a greater understanding of 
the world?

 Other factors
 Unemployment for PhDs is at 2.1% 

(Science, May 2016)

 Entry-level PhD Scientist in Biotech is 
$92,000 (www.salary.com)

XKCD



What steps to take in high school

Research Opportunities
 In your high school

HUSSRP

Feinstein Institute

Cold Spring Harbor Lab

Read scientific papers

Present your work



Colleges

Liberal arts colleges (PUI)

 Pros
 Small class sizes

 Get to know the professors

 Professors need you to 
complete their research

 Cons
 Often less cutting-edge 

research

 Fewer resources

Universities (R1)

 Pros
 Leading researchers 

 Cutting-edge technology

 Cons
 Large class sizes

 Small group sessions 
taught be graduate 
students

 Research experience may be 
as a helper to a graduate 
students



Grad School?

Non-PhD Scientist

 Research Asst or Research 
Assoc.
 Good 9-5 job

 Limitations on achieving 
management

 Lab Technician
 Wineries

 Environmental testing

 Many others

PhD

 Required if you want to run a 
lab either in industry or 
academia

Other

 MBA
 Science background combined with 

business can be a powerful combo

 Law School
 Patent law is a huge field

 Teaching
 STEM teachers appear to always be in 

demand



Illustrated guide to a PhD by Matt Might of XKCD

 Circle=all of human knowledge
 blue= what you learn in elementary 

school
 Green= what you learn in high school
 Pink/red= now you specialize in 

college/masters and reading research 
papers

 PhD=expanding the circle of all human 
knowledge by a bit



Going for a PhD

 You receive a stipend

 Masters is not necessary before a PhD

 An apprentice-based system.  You work with an advisor 
throughout the majority of your graduate career.

 Goal:  publish multiple papers in good scientific journals that can 
be combined into a thesis.

 Other things you have to do
 Take a few classes, mostly completed within the first 2 years

 Teach a few classes

 Timing:  average of 5-6 years



Post-doc

 An additional apprentice-type position with a different advisor

 Timing:  2-3 years

 Gain experience with a different specialty

 Get more publications

 Gain experience with grant writing



Now What?  Industry options

Biotech

 Pros
 Exciting new fields
 Many are small, nimble 

companies
 Everybody working as a team 

to make their stock options 
worth something

 Cons
 High expectations for hours 

and dedication
 Low job stability
 Small companies can mean 

fewer career growth 
opportunities unless it is 
growing

Big Pharma

 Pros
 Working on important 

health problems

 Part of a large team

 Career opportunities

 More stable (at least than 
biotech)

 Cons
 Big ships are harder to turn

 More bureaucracy

http://www.codexis.com/codexis-medial-
library

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q
LMdSIzKuag



Geographic limitations

www.biospace.com



Now What?  Academia
Do you want to be a professor?
Research Institute
 The ideal here is to run a 

research lab with multiple 
graduate students, post-docs 
and undergraduates

 Most time spent writing 
grants and papers

 Teach ~1-2 classes per year

Primarily Undergraduate 
Institute

 Greater focus on teaching, ~5-6 
classes per year

 Research labs are mostly 
undergraduates

 Time split between research and 
teaching

Both
 Tenure

 Academic freedom



Now What?  Government

National Labs
 No teaching responsibility

 Often part of ‘big science’

 Can focus more on the 
science—often funded 
internally
 But at the mercy of federal 

funding

 ~40% of biological scientists 
work for the government 
(www.the-scientist.com)

 Less intellectual freedom



But I want to be a real doctor

Some thoughts
 Shadow 

 Look beyond the MD
 PA programs

 Public health

 Research is still important

 Both are possible—MD/PhD


